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Celebrating the 2005 Taiwan Maritime Year -
the International Olympic Long-range Coast
Guard Ocean Swimming Meet
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T he "2005 International Olympics' Wanli Long-range Sea

Swimming Game" opens on the morning of Jun 19 at Wanli's

Fei Tre Bay, which is jointly hosted by the Coast Guard Administration

Northern Coastal Patrol Office, the Chinese Olympics Committee and

such, on hand are over two thousand participants coming from coun-

tries and territories of the U.S., Canada, the Netherlands, South Africa,

Australia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Japan, Taiwan and so forth that

convene to compete in this grand event rarely seen here.
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Chinese Olympic Council chairman Huang Da-zhou, Coast Guard Administra-
tion Vice minister Yu Ming-shih, legislator Huang Zhe-hsiung, Wangli Township
magistrate Tsai Zhang-ming, and special Olympic swimming gold medal Win-
ner Fan Jin-jia et al jointly stricken the gong to kick off the event.
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At around eight in the morning following the athletes' checking

in and a group of fitness girls leading all to a round of warm-up

movements, a gong opening ceremony is sounded off as presided by

Chinese Olympics Committee commissioner Huang Da-zhow, Coast

Guard Administration Vice Minister Yu Ming-shih, Wanli Township

magistrate Tsai Tsang-ming and Special Olympics gold medalist swim-

mer Fan Jia-jin, sending some 2,000 participants to turn around and

rush to the sea.  Whether in for the 1km, 3km or 5km games, all swim-

mers have put forth their might pedaling ahead, creating a sudden vi-

brancy to the otherwise tranquil Fei TreBay.

The long-range sea swimming draws a large crowd of men,

women, old and young, of whom, the eldest being the 78-year-old Huang

Shui-chuan, a veteran swimming of more than half a century, whose

enthusiasm and endurance is no than his young counterparts to draw

praises; the youngest goes to Wu Sung-chi, who barely makes it to the

event organizer's minimum threshold of one-year training, whom is

accompanies by his father for a close-up excursion of the beautiful North

Coast.  Moreover, in a move to draw disabled swimmers to join in the

event, the event organizer has specially extended invitations to include

more than 100 disabled swimmers, and among them are 25 Olympic

swimmers including the Handicap Olympics swimming gold medal

winner  Fan Jin-jia, who also joins in at this gala event.

To rush the sport to integrate with high-tech, the organization has

offers the participants to collect a premiere open water score sheet, a

gadget that allows the swimmers to better grapple the spend time they

are through the race, which is expected to drastically improve the event's
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Chinese Olympic Council chairman Huang Da-
zhou cheers to the athletes.

 
Fitness spice girls lead event participants to
a round of warm-up movements.
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Who wear a big smile and a victorious
hand gesture for having completed the
impress ive long-range swimming
challenge.

efficiency and safety quality.  Leaving behind worries, the swimmers

are able to put forward their best efforts underwater, and all partici-

pants are elated to see their score cards printed with their finishing time.

Besides long-range swimming, in

a move to support the Executive Yuan

Sports Council's sports population ac-

celeration plan, the event organizer

has also included a "Poolside family wad-

ing experience" to the "2005 International

Olympics Wanli Sea Long-range Swimming

Event", staged at a pool, which is open for

enrollment to the athletes' families.  The

event comprises of four stages, ranging from

testing out the water, to using a buoyant

device, to swimming lesson, to swimming

demonstration, and is aimed to achieve the ob-

jective of prompting the swimming sport,

bringing more people to enjoy the fun of

swimming, and experience the joy of blend-

ing your body and the water in one.

The entire event has come to a successful close thanks to the Coast

Guard men's keeping a close watch for safety, where all participants

take away a sense of appreciation and gratification, as they bid farewell

and pledge to meet again next year.

(The author works in the Northern Coastal Patrol Office's personnel

office)
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Swimmers brace the ocean with exhilaration to
challenge the long-range swimming.




